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ABSTRACT
We present multiline CO observations of the complex submillimeter galaxy SMMJ00266+1708.
Using the Zpectrometer on the Green Bank Telescope, we provide the first precise spectroscopic
measurement of its redshift (z = 2.742). Based on followup CO(1–0), CO(3–2), and CO(5–4) mapping,
SMMJ00266+1708 appears to have two distinct components separated by∼ 500 km s−1 that are nearly
coincident along our line of sight. The two components show hints of different kinematics, with the
blue-shifted component dispersion-dominated and the red-shifted component showing a clear velocity
gradient. CO line ratios differ slightly between the two components, indicating that the physical
conditions in their molecular gas may not be alike. We tentatively infer that SMMJ00266+1708 is
an ongoing merger with a mass ratio of (7.8± 4.0)/ sin2(i), with its overall size and surface brightness
closely resembling that of other merging systems. We perform large velocity gradient modeling of the
CO emission from both components and find that each component’s properties are consistent with a
single phase of molecular gas (i.e., a single temperatures and density); additional multi-phase modeling
of the red-shifted component, although motivated by a CO(1–0) size larger than the CO(3–2) size, is
inconclusive. SMMJ00266+1708 provides evidence of early stage mergers within the submillimeter
galaxy population. Continuum observations of J00266 at the ∼ 1′′ resolution of our observations
could not have distinguished between the two components due to their separation (0.′′73 ± 0.′′06),
illustrating that the additional velocity information provided by spectral line studies is important for
addressing the prevalence of unresolved galaxy pairs in low-resolution submillimeter surveys.
Subject headings: galaxies: high-redshift—galaxies: individual (SMMJ00266+1708)—galaxies: ISM—
galaxies: starburst—ISM: molecules
1. INTRODUCTION
Submillimeter galaxies (SMGs) have provided cru-
cial insights to our understanding of the cosmic star
formation history. First discovered as a popula-
tion of dusty luminous galaxies in cluster and blank-
field surveys (Smail et al. 1997; Barger et al. 1998;
Hughes et al. 1998), SMGs have been revealed to be
substantial contributors to the far-infrared and sub-
millimeter backgrounds (Puget et al. 1996; Fixsen et al.
1998; Devlin et al. 2009; Zemcov et al. 2010; Berta et al.
2010, 2011; Be´thermin et al. 2012). The faint-
ness of SMGs’ X-ray counterparts (Alexander et al.
2003; Lindner et al. 2012) and the presence of poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) emission fea-
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tures atop otherwise weak mid-infrared continua (e.g.,
Lutz et al. 2005; Valiante et al. 2007; Pope et al. 2008;
Mene´ndez-Delmestre et al. 2009) indicate that most
of their luminosity is likely due to star formation
rather than accretion in obscured active galactic nuclei
(AGN; although there are exceptions, e.g., Coppin et al.
2010). Given that these properties are analogous to
those of many local ultra/luminous infrared galaxies
(U/LIRGs; Sanders & Mirabel 1996; Tacconi et al. 2006,
2008), and that SMGs have large halo and/or bary-
onic masses (e.g., Genzel et al. 2003; Blain et al. 2004;
Tecza et al. 2004; Swinbank et al. 2008; Ivison et al.
2010; Hainline et al. 2011), SMGs have typically been
characterized as the progenitors of present-day ellipti-
cal galaxies caught in their merger-driven starburst for-
mation phase (e.g., Conselice et al. 2003; Thomas et al.
2005; Narayanan et al. 2010; Engel et al. 2010). How-
ever, some cosmological simulations suggest that large
SFRs at high redshift are not necessarily caused by major
mergers (e.g., Dave´ et al. 2010), consistent with findings
that SMGs include extended disks (e.g., Swinbank et al.
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2011; Hodge et al. 2012), minor mergers (Aguirre et al.
2013), and multiple galaxies caught within the same
large beams of single-dish submillimeter surveys, with
perhaps only a small fraction undergoing mergers (e.g.,
Hayward et al. 2011, 2013; Hodge et al. 2013).
Understanding how SMGs fit into the picture of early
galaxy evolution and their relation to local U/LIRGs
has included determining the physical conditions of the
gas reservoirs that fuel their vigorous starbursts (e.g.,
Weiß et al. 2007; Danielson et al. 2011). One fruitful
approach has been the application of radiative transfer
models to observed CO spectral line energy distributions
(CO SLEDs; e.g., Wild et al. 1992; Guesten et al. 1993;
Mao et al. 2000; Ward et al. 2003; Danielson et al.
2011). Early observations were restricted to mid-J lines
(e.g., Neri et al. 2003; Greve et al. 2005; Tacconi et al.
2006, 2008, and references therein), leading to CO
SLEDs that suggested single-phase molecular ISMs
(e.g., Weiß et al. 2007). However, with the increased
frequency coverage provided by Ka band receivers at
the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT)
and Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), ob-
servations of the CO(1–0) line, the best cold gas
tracer, have revealed line fluxes in excess of the pre-
dictions for single-phase models (e.g., Swinbank et al.
2010; Harris et al. 2010; Ivison et al. 2010, 2011;
Frayer et al. 2011; see also Papadopoulos et al.
2001; Carilli et al. 2002; Greve et al. 2003, 2004;
Klamer et al. 2005; Hainline et al. 2006; Riechers et al.
2006; Dannerbauer et al. 2009; Carilli et al. 2010;
Aravena et al. 2010). The detection of substantial cold
gas reservoirs in a large fraction of the population sug-
gests that SMGs possess multiple molecular phases with
varying filling factors (Harris et al. 2010; Ivison et al.
2011), similar to those seen in other star-forming
galaxies (e.g., Ward et al. 2003).
Of particular use is the CO(3–2)/CO(1–0) line ratio
(r3,1, taken to be in brightness temperature units), which
provides a rough probe of SMGs’ molecular gas excita-
tion as it traces both cold quiescent molecular gas and
warm gas that is more actively involved in star forma-
tion. In these units, r3,1 ∼ 1 is measured in systems
with a single phase of molecular gas (i.e., a single fairly
high temperature and density) while r3,1 < 1 is mea-
sured for (a) multi-phase molecular gas, (b) subthermally
excited gas, or (c) material at low temperature where
there is a difference between the Planck and Rayleigh-
Jeans temperatures. While a sub-unity r3,1 is not strictly
indicative of multi-phase molecular gas, it is common
for SMGs to have strong CO(5–4) and even higher-J
CO emission (including SMGs with observed r3,1 < 1)
which is difficult to reconcile with low r3,1 originating
from a single gas phase with either low temperature
or subthermal CO excitation (e.g., Harris et al. 2010).
Observations of SMGs indicate that individual lines are
still optically thick, with global averages clustering in a
narrow range of r3,1 ∼ 0.6 (e.g., Swinbank et al. 2010;
Harris et al. 2010; Ivison et al. 2011; Danielson et al.
2011; Thomson et al. 2012; Bothwell et al. 2013; cf.
Sharon et al. 2013). While a sub-unity r3,1 is com-
mon for star-forming galaxies, the narrow range de-
tected for r3,1 is peculiar for two reasons: (1) U/LIRGs,
the low-z analogues of SMGs, seem to have a much
broader range in r3,1 (Yao et al. 2003; Iono et al. 2009),
and (2) quasar host galaxies, plausible descendants of
SMGs given quasars’ potential ability to quench rapid
starbursts (e.g., Granato et al. 2001; Somerville et al.
2008), seem to have CO(3–2)/CO(1–0) line ratios tightly
clustered near an entirely different value, r3,1 ∼ 1.0
(Riechers et al. 2011a; Thomson et al. 2012), which is
consistent with a single-phase molecular ISM.
Since detailed studies of SMGs’ molecular gas con-
tent have required precise redshifts, most of which have
been determined using a combination of radio and opti-
cal counterparts (e.g., Chapman et al. 2005), it may be
that current results are biased towards lower-redshift and
less-obscured members of the population even though
Harris et al. (2012) Zpectrometer observations of a Her-
schel sample have validated the Chapman et al. (2005)
redshift distribution (cf. Weiß et al. 2013). Therefore, it
may be that the bulk of existing measurements of r3,1 are
biased towards a narrow range of U/LIRG-like states,
such as intermediate-stage mergers where dust screens
have begun to clear (e.g., Kormendy & Sanders 1992;
Hayward et al. 2011) and gas excitation is more set-
tled (e.g., Narayanan et al. 2010, and references therein).
For U/LIRGs per se, there is no observed correlation
between r3,1 and dust properties (LFIR, Tdust, and
Mdust), molecular gas mass, star formation rate, or ra-
dio/infrared colors and luminosities (Mauersberger et al.
1999; Yao et al. 2003). In order to understand SMGs’
tight range in r3,1 and whether current samples are in
fact biased, it is essential to find systems with a wider
range of excitation conditions and investigate their po-
tential evolutionary connections to other members of the
population.
In this paper, we report observations of
SMMJ00266+1708 (J00266 hereafter), whose mul-
tiple components have line ratios differing from the
standard r3,1 ∼ 0.6. J00266 is the second brightest
SMG in the SCUBA Lens Survey (SLS; Smail et al.
2002) at 850µm and has unusually high obscuration: it
is the faintest of the detected SMGs in the Frayer et al.
(2004) near-IR followup of the SLS galaxies, with
K = 22.36 ± 0.16 and J > 24.27. Difficulties in coun-
terpart identification led to an incorrect initial redshift
(Frayer et al. 2000). However, Valiante et al. (2007)
identified strong PAH emission features using the Spitzer
Space Telescope and estimated the source’s redshift to be
zPAH = 2.73± 0.02. Based on this estimate, we observed
J00266 with the Zpectrometer (Harris et al. 2007) on
the GBT and successfully detected the CO(1–0) line at
zCO = 2.742. We then used this more precise redshift
to make interferometric observations of CO(1–0) at
the VLA, CO(3–2) and CO(5–4) at the IRAM Plateau
de Bure Interferometer (PdBI), and CO(7–6) at the
Submillimeter Array (SMA).
In Section 2, we describe the observations and data re-
duction for J00266. In Section 3, we present our results,
which are analyzed in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss
possible origins for the unusual properties of J00266 in
the context of the broader population of SMGs. Our re-
sults and conclusions are summarized in Section 6. We
assume the flat WMAP7+BAO+H0 mean ΛCDM cos-
mology throughout this paper, with ΩΛ = 0.725 and
H0 = 70.2 km s
−1Mpc−1 (Komatsu et al. 2011).
2. OBSERVATIONS
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2.1. Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope
J00266 was observed at the GBT on 2007 November 8,
9, 19, 25, 28, and 29, and on 2008 March 6 (project ID
05C-035), using the Zpectrometer (Harris et al. 2007).
The Zpectrometer is a fixed-bandwidth instrument cov-
ering a 25.6− 36GHz range within the Ka band that al-
lows for blind detections of the CO(1–0) line for sources
with 2.2 < z < 3.5, and higher-J CO lines for corre-
spondingly higher redshifts. Observations were carried
out with the standard combination of position switch-
ing and sub-reflector nodding described in Harris et al.
(2010), using SMMJ00265+1710 (Smail et al. 2002) as
a position-switching “partner.” We observed 3C48 as a
flux calibrator, adopting a flux density of Sν = 0.80 Jy at
32GHz (The Astronomical Almanac 2011). We assume
a flux calibration uncertainty of 20%. The spectrum was
processed using a custom set of GBTIDL and R scripts.
2.2. Plateau de Bure Interferometer
CO(3–2) and CO(5–4) emission from J00266 were
observed at the PdBI (Guilloteau et al. 1992). The
CO(3–2) line was observed on 2009 October 24 (project
ID T03C) with the array in a five-antenna version of
the C configuration (maximum baseline 144.5m) and on
2011 January 20 and 31 (project ID U0BB) with the full
array in the A configuration (maximum baseline 760m),
all in good to excellent weather conditions (precipitable
water vapor between 0.5–10mm). The CO(5–4) line was
observed on 2010 May 15 (project ID T--4), in excel-
lent weather conditions (∼ 3.25mm precipitable water
vapor), but with the full array in the D configuration
(maximum baseline 97.0m). For all observations we used
the available narrow-band correlator mode with 5MHz
channels and a total bandwidth of 1GHz, obtaining both
horizontal and vertical polarizations. For the CO(3–2)
line, the correlator was tuned to 92.707GHz for the 2009
observations and to 92.505GHz for the 2011 observations
(the change in tuning was informed by the line profile of
the earlier observations). For the CO(5–4) observations,
the correlator was tuned to 154.104GHz. The CO(3–2)
and CO(5–4) lines of J00266 were observed for 10.5 hours
in the 3mm band and 7.7 hours in the 2mm band, re-
spectively.
Bandpass and flux calibration were obtained by ob-
serving MWC349 or 3C454.3 near the beginning of each
session. The model flux density for MWC349 in the
2009 CO(3–2) observations is 1.14 Jy at 92.7GHz. The
adopted flux densities for 3C454.3 is 42.2 Jy and 37.6 Jy
at 92.5GHz for the CO(3–2) observations on 2011 Jan-
uary 20 and 31, respectively. We assume a 10% flux cali-
bration uncertainty for our CO(3–2) measurements. The
model flux density for MWC349 is 1.55 Jy at 154.1GHz
for our 2010 CO(5–4) observations, for which we as-
sume a 15% flux calibration uncertainty. Phase and
amplitude variation were tracked by alternating obser-
vations of the target and nearby bright quasars. Cal-
ibration and flagging for data quality were carried out
using the CLIC program (part of the IRAM GILDAS
package; Guilloteau & Lucas 2000). The resulting uv
datasets were smoothed spectrally by factors of three and
four, resulting in 48.66 km s−1 and 38.93 km s−1 resolu-
tion, for the CO(3–2) and CO(5–4) observations, respec-
tively. The GILDAS package was also used to produce
the naturally weighted maps, with synthesized beams of
1′′.36 × 0′′.81 at position angle 31.07
◦
for the CO(3–2)
observations and 3′′.70× 3′′.04 at position angle 120.24
◦
for the CO(5–4) observations. The average RMS noise is
0.323mJybeam−1 per 15MHz channel for the CO(3–2)
data cube and 0.715mJybeam−1 per 40MHz channel for
the CO(5–4) data cube. Analysis of the resulting data
cubes used a custom set of IDL scripts.
2.3. Submillimeter Array
We observed the CO(7–6) line in J00266 at the SMA
on 2010 October 3 and 21 (proposal ID 2010A-S034),
in good to excellent weather conditions (225GHz opaci-
ties between 0.08–0.3). The tracks were both taken with
the array in its compact configuration (maximum base-
line 78m) using seven antennas, and together resulted
in a total of 14.1 hours on source. The correlator was
in the standard mode delivering the maximum band-
width (4GHz per sideband) for single-receiver observa-
tions, giving a channel width of 812.5 kHz. The correla-
tor was tuned to 215.567GHz at “chunk s14” so that the
CO(7–6) line would fall in the upper sideband, well away
from the sideband’s edges and the sideband’s 32MHz
coverage gap between the two intermediate frequency
(IF) bands. The C i 3P2 →
3P1 fine structure line also
falls within the upper sideband, but overlaps with the
32MHz coverage gap.
Flux calibration used Uranus (October 21) and Nep-
tune (October 3). Our adopted flux densities for
Uranus (33.4 Jy at 216.4GHz) and Neptune (12.4 Jy at
204.2GHz) are determined from the Common Astron-
omy Software Application (CASA)2 package’s “Butler-
JPL-Horizons 2010” standards3. We assume a 20% flux
calibration uncertainty. Phase and amplitude variation
were tracked by alternating observations of the target
and several nearby bright quasars, which were also used
for bandpass calibration. The initial system temperature
correction was carried out using the MIR package4, but
all other calibration and mapping were done in CASA.
The calibrated data were re-binned into 100 km s−1 chan-
nels, and the resulting naturally weighted map has a syn-
thesized beam of 3′′.44 × 3′′.03 at a position angle of
73.23
◦
and an average RMS noise of 3.8mJybeam−1 in
each 100 km s−1 channel. Analysis of the resulting data
cube used the same custom set of IDL scripts as the PdBI
observations.
2.4. Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array
To complement our GBT detection, the CO(1–0) line
was observed at the VLA (proposal IDs 10B-230, 12A-
331, and 13B-051). A single track was taken on 2010
November 6 with the array in the C configuration (using
19 antennas and a maximum baseline of 3.4 km), and six
additional tracks were taken in the D (2013 February 16
and March 29, 30, 31) and DnC (2013 May 12, 13) con-
figurations (using 26 antennas and maximum baselines of
1.5 km and 2.1 km, respectively). Zenith opacities were
between 0.023–0.030 nepers for all observations. In 2010
we observed with the Wideband Interferometric Digital
2 http://casa.nrao.edu
3 https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/alma/aboutALMA/Technology/ALMA Memo Series/alma594/abs594
4 https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/∼cqi/mircook.html
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Architecture (WIDAR) correlator tuned to 30.8047GHz
in “Open Shared Risk Observing 2 (OSRO2) 1 Sub-
band/Dual polarization” mode, using the lowest avail-
able spectral resolution (256 channels at 500 kHz res-
olution). In 2013 we observed with the more-flexible
WIDAR correlator using the lowest available spectral
resolution for two polarization products (128 channels
at 1 kHz resolution) and only three subbands (out of
eight). The 384 kHz bandwidth used in the 8-bit B0/D0
baseband was centered on the (observed frame) line fre-
quency of 30.8047GHz. A total of 10.8 hours was spent
on source.
Flux calibration used the quasar 3C48. The adopted
flux density of 3C48 is 0.93 Jy at 30.89GHz assuming
the CASA default “Perley-Butler 2010” calibration stan-
dard (Perley & Butler 2013). We assume a 10% flux cal-
ibration uncertainty. Phase and amplitude calibration
relied on interleaved observations of the nearby quasar
J0056+1625. Calibration and mapping were carried out
in CASA. The integrated line map has a synthesized
beam of 1′′.08×1′′.02 at position angle−65.16
◦
and RMS
noise of 70.7µJybeam−1 per 50 km s−1 channel. Analy-
sis of the resulting data cube used the same custom set
of IDL scripts as the other observations. For the anal-
ysis of the spectral line profile, we excluded the higher-
resolution and lower-S/N C configuration data. The syn-
thesized beam of the combined D and DnC configuration
data is 2′′.59×2′′.02 at position angle −76.50
◦
; the RMS
noise is 62.8µJybeam−1 per 50 km s−1 channel.
3. RESULTS
We have successfully detected the CO(1–0) line with
both the GBT/Zpectrometer and the VLA, as well as
the CO(3–2) and CO(5–4) lines at the PdBI. J00266
was undetected in CO(7–6) at the SMA. The position-
switching partner for the GBT/Zpectrometer observa-
tions, SMMJ00265+1710, was not detected in CO(1–0).
The integrated line maps for the interferometric ob-
servations of J00266 are shown in Figure 1, plot-
ted relative to the position of the Frayer et al. (2000)
1mm continuum detection (J2000 00h 26m 34.10s ± 0.04s
+17
◦
08′ 33.′′7± 0.′′5). To determine a CO(7–6) upper
limit, we integrate over the −625 → 275 km s−1 veloc-
ity range relative to zred (see below) that best matches
the FWZI of the lower-J lines. For the VLA CO(1–0)
and PdBI CO(3–2) maps, the line emission is spatially
resolved. An elliptical Gaussian fit to the CO(3–2) uv
data gives a major axis of 1.′′40 ± 0.′′11 at position an-
gle −59 ± 9 degrees and a minor axis of 0.′′91 ± 0.′′11.
Fits to the CO(1–0) uv data do not converge, but image-
plane fits give a major axis of 1.′′97 ± 0.′′13 at position
angle 95 ± 3 degrees and a minor axis of 0.′′62 ± 0.′′27
when accounting for the beam size. The CO(1–0) emis-
sion is spatially extended relative to the CO(3–2) emis-
sion along its major axis. The larger CO(1–0) size is
consistent with the relative sizes of regions producing
CO(3–2) and CO(1–0) emission in other SMGs, and
is evidence for multiple phases of molecular gas with
different larger-scale distributions (Ivison et al. 2011).
The CO(3–2) data provide the strongest constraints on
the source position; the improved position of J00266 is
00h 26m 34.076s ± 0.005s +17
◦
08′ 33.′′88± 0.′′07
The VLA and PdBI profiles for J00266 (Figure 2) show
clear double-peaked structures in all lines. We use the av-
erage redshift from the Gaussian fits to the stronger red-
der peak as the systemic velocity throughout this work
(motivated by our interpretation that J00266 is com-
posed of two merging galaxies; see Section 4.1), obtaining
zred = 2.7420 ± 0.0002; the parameters for the double-
Gaussian line fits are given in Table 1. The CO(1–0) ob-
servations made using the VLA and GBT/Zpectrometer
have consistent total integrated line strengths, indicat-
ing that there is no spatially extended flux missing from
the VLA data. While the GBT/Zpectrometer line pro-
file does not yield well-determined uncertainties, the
large FWHM and the velocity offset of the line cen-
troid are consistent with detection of emission from both
the red and blue components (two-component fits do
not converge on either best-fit values or their uncer-
tainties). The total CO(1–0) line flux obtained at the
VLA is 0.31 ± 0.03(±0.03) Jykm s−1, where the uncer-
tainty associated with the flux calibration is given in
parentheses. The integrated line fluxes of the CO(3–2)
and CO(5–4) lines are 2.62± 0.25(±0.26) Jykm s−1 and
4.59±0.27(±0.69) Jykm s−1, respectively. The 3σ upper
limit on the CO(7–6) line is 3.93 Jy km s−1 for a point-
like source and 1000 km s−1 line width.
We do not detect significant continuum emission in
the 1 cm, 3mm, or 2mm bands (with 3σ upper limits
of 0.18mJy, 0.16mJy, and 0.45mJy, respectively, for a
point-like source). The observational method of position
switching used with the Zpectrometer does not allow for
an unambiguous continuum detection; a difference spec-
trum whose continuum is consistent with zero implies
only that J00266 has a continuum flux density nearly
equal to that of SMMJ00265+1710. We do, however, de-
tect continuum emission in the 1mm SMA observations
(Figure 3), with S1mm = 5.34 ± 0.97(±1.07)mJy. Our
1.4mm continuum detection is consistent with S1.3mm =
6.0 ± 1.1mJy from Frayer et al. (2000). In addition,
the continuum fluxes measured in the upper and lower
sidebands (separated by 12GHz in their band centers)
are consistent within their 1σ statistical uncertainties.
Comparing our measured flux to the 850µm SCUBA
detection (Smail et al. 2002) yields a spectral index of
2.50 ± 0.54, consistent with the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of
the dust spectral energy distribution. The position of
our continuum detection is consistent with those of the
CO line detections and the Frayer et al. (2000) 1.3mm
detection.
While we do not detect any CO(7–6) emission from
J00266, within the observed spectral bandpass we have
marginally detected the C i 3P2 →
3P1 fine structure line
at & 4σ at the observed peak (Figure 4). The total line
flux is 4.24±2.32(±0.85) Jykm s−1. While the position of
the C i emission is consistent with those of our CO and
1mm continuum detections, it is only marginally con-
sistent with that of the Frayer et al. (2000) continuum
detection (although see Section 4.1).
4. ANALYSIS
4.1. Physical and dynamical structure
The two peaks in the mid-J CO spectra of J00266 sug-
gest that the system contains either a rotating structure
or two separate physical components. Several lines of ev-
idence lead us to favor the latter scenario, with a division
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Figure 1. CO(1–0) (top left), CO(3–2) (top right), CO(5–4) (bottom left), and CO(7–6) (bottom right) integrated line maps of J00266
centered on the Frayer et al. (2000) continuum detection (α(J2000) = 00h26m34.s10 and δ(J2000) = +17◦08′33.′′7). In order of increasing
J , the contours are multiples of ±2σ (σ = 0.30mJy beam−1), ±4σ (but starting at ±2σ; σ = 1.6mJy beam−1), ±4σ (but starting at ±2σ;
σ = 3.8mJy beam−1), and ±2σ (σ = 1.5mJy beam−1), where negative contours are dotted. Synthesized beams are shown in lower left
corners. The center cross indicates the position and astrometric uncertainty of Frayer et al. (2000) scaled up by a factor of two for visual
clarity. Continuum subtraction has been performed for the CO(7–6) map; no other line has a significant continuum contribution.
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Figure 2. The (VLA) CO(1–0) (solid), CO(3–2) (dotted), and
CO(5–4) (dashed) spectral lines, plotted relative to the average
velocity centroid of the red component at zred = 2.7420 (divided
by a factor of J2upper for clarity). The vertical lines in the top right
corner show the average 1σ uncertainty for each channel. A second
peak, blue-shifted from the CO(1–0) centroid by ∼ 500 km s−1, is
clearly visible in the mid-J spectra.
between the two components occurring at∼ −300 km s−1
with respect to zred = 2.7420. First, the higher S/N
CO(5–4) spectrum shows a strong division and asymme-
Figure 3. The 1mm continuum map centered on the Frayer et al.
(2000) continuum detection; S1mm = 5.34 ± 1.44mJy. Contours
are multiples of ±2σ (σ = 0.41mJy beam−1), where negative con-
tours are dotted. The synthesized beam is shown at lower left. The
center cross is as in Figure 1.
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Table 1
SMMJ00266+1708 (zred = 2.7420± 0.0002, µ = 2.41± 0.49)
Transition Peak S∆ν L′
line
a Peak Sνb FWHMb Offsetb,c
(Telescope) (Jy km s−1) (1010 Kkms−1 pc2) (mJy) (km s−1) (km s−1)
CO(1–0)d Total 0.33 4.86 0.51 609 -204
(GBT/Zpec)
CO(1–0) Total 0.31± 0.04 4.51± 1.12 ... ... ...
(VLA) Blue 0.11± 0.02 1.67± 0.47 0.43± 0.09 373 ± 121 −396 ± 48
Red 0.19± 0.03 2.84± 0.74 0.54± 0.10 265± 80 22 ± 35
CO(3–2) Total 2.62± 0.36 4.19± 1.03 ... ... ...
(PdBI) Blue 1.09± 0.29 1.75± 0.58 4.76± 0.76 288± 70 −381 ± 27
Red 1.53± 0.38 2.44± 0.78 4.51± 0.87 241± 66 13 ± 27
CO(5–4) Total 4.59± 0.74 2.64± 0.69 ... ... ...
(PdBI) Blue 1.37± 0.27 0.79± 0.20 6.64± 0.98 164± 31 −497 ± 13
Red 3.20± 0.52 1.84± 0.48 7.59± 0.67 442± 47 −22± 18
CO(7–6)e Total < 3.93 < 1.18 ... ... ...
(SMA) Blue < 2.61 < 0.79 ... ... ...
Red < 2.92 < 0.88 ... ... ...
C i 3P2 → 3P1 Total 4.24± 2.47 0.65± 0.40 ... ... ...
(SMA) Bluee < 2.37 < 0.36 ... ... ...
Red 2.44± 1.85 0.37± 0.29 ... ... ...
a Where line refers to either CO or C i; magnification corrected.
b From Gaussian fits to the line profile.
c Relative to the average velocity centroid of the red component from the VLA and PdBI observations
(zred).
d Zpectrometer analysis did not converge on line uncertainties.
e 3σ upper limits.
Figure 4. Tentative detection of the C i line for the full line (left), blue component (middle), and red component (right). Contours are
multiples of ±2σ (the negative contours are dotted) where σ = 1.45mJy beam−1, 2.25mJy beam−1, and 1.81mJy beam−1 from left to
right. The synthesized beam is shown at lower left. The center cross is as in Figure 1.
try between the two peaks, which is somewhat unlikely
for a rotating disk. Second, we see different kinematics
in the two components. Figure 5 shows the ±3σ contours
of the CO(3–2) channel maps; the −527→ −332 km s−1
channels of the blue peak are spatially coincident with
each other and clearly separate from the redder channels,
which show a notable velocity gradient. Examination of
the peak flux positions in the individual CO(3–2) chan-
nel maps also reveals a clear progression in velocity along
a position angle ∼ −70 degrees for the channels redder
than −300 km s−1, while the peak flux positions in the
remaining blue channels are scattered. Third, rescaling
the CO(1–0) or CO(3–2) line profiles so that the peak
flux of the red velocity component matches that of the
CO(5–4) line does not result in similarly matching line
strengths in the blue velocity component. The different
mid-J line ratios between the two peaks are indicative
of different excitation conditions, which we investigate
in Section 4.2. If the two CO peaks were produced by
the same structure, the close physical association makes
it unlikely that they would have very different excita-
tion conditions (although it is possible for the compo-
nents of late stage mergers to have similar excitation;
e.g., Weiß et al. 2005a). We interpret the differing kine-
matics and CO line ratios are evidence that J00266 may
be a merger between two galaxies with a relative velocity
offset of ∼ 500 km s−1 and close alignment along our line
of sight.
Although the choice of division between the two com-
ponents is motivated by both the CO(5–4) line shape
and the centroid positions of the CO(3–2) channel maps,
the merger interpretation could be weakened by alter-
native choices in the division between the two com-
ponents. However, we also note that J00266 is an
extremely compact and high surface brightness galaxy
(see discussion below), which is expected in mergers
where the molecular gas has been funneled into a cen-
tral gas disk and has been observed in both local
U/LIRGs (e.g., Downes & Solomon 1998; Scoville et al.
2000; Genzel et al. 2001) and other compact SMGs (e.g.,
Excitation Conditions in J00266 7
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Figure 5. Overlaid contours of the CO(3–2) channel maps, col-
orized by the channels’ relative velocities; the black horizontal line
marks the division between the two components. The synthesized
beam is shown at lower left. Only the positive (solid) and negative
(dashed) 3σ contours are shown (1σ = 3.6mJy beam−1).
Tacconi et al. 2006, 2008; Engel et al. 2010). We there-
fore proceed under the assumption that J00266 is a
merger between the two components defined below, but
we also present global integrated measurements of J00266
for comparison.
For the rest of the analysis, we therefore consider the
blue component (defined by the −598 → −298 km s−1
velocity range for our CO(1–0) data, the −600 →
−308 km s−1 velocity range for our CO(3–2) data, and
the −624→ −312 km s−1 velocity range for our CO(5–4)
data) and the red component (defined by the −298 →
202 km s−1 velocity range for our CO(1–0) data, the
−308 → 178 km s−1 velocity range for our CO(3–2)
data, and the −273→ 273 km s−1 velocity range for our
CO(5–4) data) separately. We note that the double-
Gaussian line profile fit given in Table 1 is not well-
matched to our choice of velocity division for the two
components. However, fixing the velocity offset of
the blue component of the CO(3–2) line to match the
CO(5–4) value results in a much closer match between
the line FWHMs for (and therefore velocity division be-
tween) the two components, with only a slight change
in the reduced-χ2 value of the two fits (0.66 without the
constraint vs. 0.79 with the constraint).
The integrated line component maps are given in Fig-
ure 6 for the CO lines, and in Figure 4 for the C i line. In
order to obtain upper limits for our non-detections and
line parameters for our weak detections, we consistently
integrate over the −275→ 275 km s−1 velocity range for
the red component and the−625→ −275 km s−1 velocity
range for the blue component. Our line parameters and
upper limits for the SMA observations are insensitive to
the exact separation of the two components, with reason-
able variations in the velocity selection (< 100 km s−1)
yielding results that are consistent within the maps’ 1σ
statistical uncertainties. The component line measure-
ments are summarized in Table 1. The centroid positions
for the red and blue components are consistent between
the three detected CO lines. For the marginal detec-
tion of the C i line, it appears that the bulk of the emis-
sion originates from the red component, supporting our
merger interpretation for J00266 where the two compo-
nents have different excitation conditions. The emission
peak in the red component map is detected at 3.75σ and
the integrated line flux is 2.44 ± 1.78(±0.49) Jykm s−1.
The peak flux position is consistent with the red compo-
nent maps of the CO lines.
In Figure 7, we show the first moment maps for
our highest-resolution CO maps, of the CO(1–0) and
CO(3–2) lines. The components’ velocity structures are
consistent for both emission lines. Second moment maps
give us estimates for the turbulent velocity widths in
both components of J00266 (although with the large
beam size relative to the source size, we expect these
to be affected by beam smearing). We find the velocity
dispersion in the blue component to be 61 ± 28 km s−1,
consistent with the line FWHM. The red component has
an average velocity dispersion of 101± 37 km s−1, which
is significantly less than the line FWHM. This distinction
is consistent with a picture in which the blue component
has dispersion-dominated kinematics while the red com-
ponent has an additional velocity gradient.
uv-plane fits to the resolved CO(3–2) emission of the
red and blue components show a centroid position off-
set of 0.′′73 ± 0.′′06, which is significant considering the
1.′′36×0.′′81 beam and > 10σ detections of the two com-
ponents. To convert this separation to a physical scale,
we must account for gravitational lensing. The best avail-
able mass modeling of the lensing cluster, Cl0024+1654
(Zitrin et al. 2009), gives a magnification of 2.41 ± 0.49
and a shear angle of −59.5
◦
± 19.5
◦
(Zitrin 2013). The
projected separation between the two components of
J00266 is therefore 2.46 ± 0.47 kpc at z = 2.742, with
an unknown separation along the line of sight. The
blue component is best fit by a circular Gaussian with
a FWHP of 0.′′86 ± 0.′′11 (major and minor axis radii
of 2.79 ± 0.34 kpc and 1.23 ± 0.15 kpc when account-
ing for shear). The red component is best fit by an
elliptical Gaussian of major and minor axis FWHPs of
1.′′11 ± 0.′′12 and 0.′′85 ± 0.′′11; the major axis is at
a position angle of −59 ± 19 degrees, which is closely
aligned with the velocity gradient apparent in the first
moment map (Figure 7) as well as the lensing shear.
The uv fit result corresponds to a radius along the ve-
locity gradient of 1.59 ± 0.32 kpc. uv-plane fits to the
CO(1–0) emission from the two components do not con-
verge. The image plane fitting also does not converge
for the CO(1–0) blue component. For the red compo-
nent, the best-fit model for the CO(1–0) emission is an
elliptical Gaussian with major and minor axis FWHMs
of 2.′′02 ± 0.′′13 × 0.′′70 ± 0.′′25 at a position angle of
86.0± 3.1 degrees. For the red component, the CO(1–0)
emission appears spatially extended along the major axis
relative to the CO(3–2) emission, which is evidence of
multiple phases of molecular gas (e.g., Ivison et al. 2011).
Using the CO(3–2)-measured source sizes and veloc-
ity structures observed in the two components, we infer
dynamical masses of (9.5 ± 4.0) × 109M⊙ for the blue
component (assuming a dispersion-dominated virialized
sphere; Mdyn = 1.2 × 10
10M⊙ (σ/100 km s
−1)2(r/kpc);
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Figure 6. The CO(1–0) (top row), CO(3–2) (middle row), and CO(5–4) (bottom row) integrated line maps of the blue component
(left column) and red component (right column) centered on the Frayer et al. (2000) continuum detection. In order of increasing J , the
contours are multiples of ±2σ (σblue = 0.19mJy beam
−1; σred = 0.23mJy beam
−1), ±4σ (but starting at ±2σ; σblue = 0.93mJy beam
−1;
σred = 1.24mJy beam
−1), and ±4σ (but starting at ±2σ; σblue = 2.13mJy beam
−1; σred = 3.09mJy beam
−1), where negative contours
are dotted. The center cross is as in Figure 1; synthesized beams are shown in lower left corners.
Pettini et al. 2002) and Mdyn sin
2(i) = (7.4 ± 2.2) ×
1010M⊙ for the red component (assuming the veloc-
ity gradient of the red component is due to rotation;
Mdyn sin
2(i) = 2.325×109M⊙ (∆v/100 km s
−1)2(r/kpc);
Solomon & Vanden Bout 2005). Based on these esti-
mates of the dynamical masses, we find that J00266 is a
merger with a mass ratio of (7.8 ± 4.0)/ sin2(i). Assum-
ing an average inclination correction of 〈sin2(i)〉 = 2/3,
the mass ratio becomes 11.7 ± 6.0. Alternatively, if
we do not treat the two components of J00266 sepa-
rately, the CO(3–2) emission in the uv-plane is best fit
by an elliptical Gaussian with a major axis FWHP of
1.′′40 ± 0.′′11 at a position angle of −59 ± 9 degrees
and a minor axis FWHP of 0.′′91 ± 0.′′11. Account-
ing for shear, the radius along the velocity gradient is
2.05± 0.39 kpc. Using the variance-weighted average ve-
locity separation between the two peaks as the line width,
Mdyn sin
2(i) = (1.06±0.21)×1011M⊙ if J00266 is treated
as a single rotating disk.
Based on the lensing-corrected line luminosities given
in Table 1, we estimate the gas masses for the two com-
ponents of J00266. Using the VLA-measured CO(1–0)
line fluxes, the molecular gas masses are (2.27 ±
0.59) × 1010(αCO/0.8)M⊙ for the red component and
(1.34 ± 0.38) × 1010(αCO/0.8)M⊙ for the blue compo-
nent, assuming a standard gas mass conversion factor
of αCO = 0.8M⊙ (K km s
−1 pc2)−1 common to local
U/LIRGs (Downes & Solomon 1998). The red compo-
nent’s gas mass is smaller than its dynamical mass (re-
gardless of the galaxy inclination), but the blue compo-
nent’s molecular gas and dynamical masses are nearly the
same. While the gas mass fraction for the blue compo-
nent is unphysical, more reasonable values are within the
uncertainties so we do not find this tension significant. In
addition, should the blue component’s dynamics be dom-
inated by rotation that is unresolved by our observations,
Excitation Conditions in J00266 9
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Figure 7. The CO(1–0) (left) and CO(3–2) (right) first moment maps of the full line (top), blue component (middle), and red component
(bottom). Positions are relative to the Frayer et al. (2000) continuum detection (center cross). Pixels with values < 3σ in the corresponding
integrated line map have been blanked. Synthesized beams are shown in lower left corners. These maps indicate that the blue component
is dispersion-dominated, while the red component has a velocity gradient.
the tension between the gas and dynamical masses would
be resolved as well as the difference between the dynami-
cal mass ratios and gas mass ratios between the two com-
ponents. We note there is some evidence for variation in
αCO within the population of SMGs (e.g., Tacconi et al.
2008; Hodge et al. 2012; Sharon et al. 2013). Galactic
values of the CO-to-H2 conversion factor could make
both components’ gas masses larger than their dynam-
ical masses (depending on the inclination correction for
the red component’s Mdyn), and are therefore disfa-
vored. The gas mass ratio of the two components is
(1.7 ± 0.6) × (αCO/0.8)red/(αCO/0.8)blue. If we do not
treat J00266 as two separate component, the gas mass
fraction is (0.34± 0.11)sin2(i)(αCO/0.8); galactic values
of αCO produce unphysical ratios between the gas mass
and dynamical mass but more moderate assumptions on
αCO are permitted depending on the inclination.
Our observations of the C i line can also be used as
alternative estimators of gas masses (e.g., Weiß et al.
2003). Since we do not have measurements of both fine
structure lines, we assume Tex = 50K for the blue com-
ponent and Tex = 20K for the red component based on
the LVG modeling presented in Section 4.2. These val-
ues yield a C i mass of MC i = (1.65 ± 1.25) × 10
7M⊙
for the red component and a 3σ upper limit of MC i <
4.94 × 106M⊙ for the blue component. Assuming the
average C i/CO abundance ratio for SMGs given in
Walter et al. (2011) (though corrected by a factor of 0.88
for the red component given our measured r3,1), we esti-
mate MH2 = (3.71± 3.40)× 10
10M⊙ for the red compo-
nent and MH2 < 9.80× 10
9M⊙ for the blue component.
The CO- and C i-estimated molecular gas masses for the
red component are consistent. For the blue component,
there is some tension between the CO-determined gas
mass and the C i-determined 3σ upper limit, but given
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the uncertainties on the CO measurement, we do not find
this discrepancy to be significant.
4.2. Excitation conditions
4.2.1. Methods
We can compare CO excitation in J00266 to that in
other SMGs by analyzing line ratios. For a specific pair
of rotational transitions, J → J − 1 and J ′ → J ′ − 1, we
define the line ratio as
rJ,J′ =
∫
TR(J → J − 1)dv∫
TR(J ′ → J ′ − 1)dv
=
∫
Sν(J → J − 1)dv∫
Sν(J ′ → J ′ − 1)dv
(
νJ′→J′−1
νJ→J−1
)2
, (1)
where the (beam-averaged) integrated line intensities
are in brightness temperature units. Table 2 lists our
measured values of rJ,J′ for J00266, for both the full
line and the two components separately (in the case
of the CO(7–6) line, 3σ upper limits are given). All
of our measured r3,1 values, including for the two sep-
arate components, are larger than the average r3,1 ∼
0.6 observed in other SMGs (e.g., Swinbank et al. 2010;
Harris et al. 2010; Ivison et al. 2011; Danielson et al.
2011; Bothwell et al. 2013) by at least 1σ. For both com-
ponents, r3,1 is consistent with unity, similar to those of
quasar host galaxies (Riechers et al. 2011a), the SMG
SMMJ14011+0252 (Sharon et al. 2013), and the po-
tential “wet-dry” merger SMMJ04135+10277 (Riechers
2013). Considering that the CO(1–0) emission is more
extended than the CO(3–2) emission, a clear signature of
multi-phase molecular gas, it is interesting that the ex-
tended cold gas reservoir does not result in a lower r3,1
value for the red component (or for J00266 as a whole
when treated as a single source). The CO(5–4)/CO(3–2)
line ratio, r5,3, indicates a possible (< 2σ) excitation dif-
ference between the two components, with the blue com-
ponent’s r5,3 lower than the population average (r5,3 =
0.62; Bothwell et al. 2013).
In order to constrain the physical conditions of the
molecular gas in J00266, we have compared our mea-
sured line ratios to the results of a radiative transfer
model using the large velocity gradient (LVG) approx-
imation. The LVG modeling follows the methods de-
tailed in Ward (2002). The model was adapted to in-
clude the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radia-
tion, which can affect CO rotational level populations
at high redshift where TCMB and Tex (for low-J lines)
are comparable. Collision rates between CO and both
ortho- and para-H2 were taken from Yang et al. (2010),
and collision rates between CO and He were taken from
Cecchi-Pestellini et al. (2002). These collision rates were
interpolated onto the temperature spacing we probe in
the LVG model using a quadratic spline. The ortho-
to-para-H2 ratio is determined as a function of temper-
ature (Takahashi 2001), which asymptotes to the com-
mon assumption of a constant ratio equal to three for
high temperatures (& 100K; differences in the CO level
populations resulting from temperature-dependent and
constant values of the ortho-to-para ratio are negligible).
We assume a spherical cloud geometry with the escape
probability given by Goldreich & Kwan (1974).
The output of the LVG code is the calcu-
lated line luminosity per unit density, ΛJ,J−1 =
hνJ,J−1AJ,J−1nH2xCOχJβJ,J−1 for a specific J → J − 1
transition (χJ , the fraction of CO in the Jth rotational
state, and the escape probability, βJ,J−1, are the chief
unknowns determined by the LVG code). The line lumi-
nosity is a function of three parameters that detail the
physical conditions of the molecular gas: kinetic temper-
ature, H2 density, and CO column density per unit line
width (Tkin, nH2 , and NCO/∆v). We generate a library
of line luminosities for the three input parameters, which
are sampled at ∆Tkin = 2K for 0K ≤ Tkin ≤ 200K,
∆ log (nH2/cm
−3) = 0.1 for 0 ≤ log (nH2/cm
−3) ≤ 7,
and ∆ log ((NCO/∆v)/cm
−2 km−1 s) = 0.25 for 15 ≤
log ((NCO/∆v)/cm
−2 km−1 s) ≤ 22. By taking the ra-
tio of the line luminosities for two transitions using the
same input parameter triplet (Tkin, nH2 , and NCO/∆v),
we have a predicted line ratio as produced by a single-
phase molecular ISM to compare to our measurements.
By evaluating the model line ratios, we avoid uncertainty
due to choice of xCO, the relative abundance of CO to
H2. Given observed parameters like source size and ve-
locity structure and a best-fit model, we can determine
the value of xCO.
Since recent work indicates that the line ratios of
SMGs are frequently inconsistent with single-phase
models of the molecular ISM (Swinbank et al. 2010;
Harris et al. 2010; Ivison et al. 2011; Danielson et al.
2011; Bothwell et al. 2013), we also consider two-phase
models. In order to determine the predicted line ratios
for the two-phase LVG model, we iteratively determine
the line intensity for every possible pair of input pa-
rameter triplets for a range of filling factors. The two-
phase line ratio for given CO transitions J → J − 1 and
J ′ → J ′ − 1 is given by
rJ,J′ =
fcΛJ(Tc, nc, Nc/∆v) + fwΛJ(Tw, nw, Nw/∆v)
fcΛJ′(Tc, nc,Nc/∆v) + fwΛJ′(Tw, nw, Nw/∆v)
(
νJ′
νJ
)3
, (2)
where the “c” and “w” subscripts denote the cold and
warm phases, we have dropped the redundant “kin”,
H2, CO, J − 1, and J
′ − 1 subscripts, and the addi-
tional frequency term is used to put the predicted line
ratio in brightness temperature units. Since rJ,J′ de-
pends only on the ratio of the filling factors, fc/fw,
rather than on both parameters separately (the filling
factors individually lie between zero and one, which
means fc/fw can have any value between zero and in-
finity), we can eliminate an excess parameter by probing
only the filling factor ratio. This ratio was sampled every
∆ log (fc/fw) = 0.2 for 0 ≤ log (fc/fw) ≤ 5.
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Table 2
SMMJ00266+1708 Line Ratios
Component r7,5a r7,3a r7,1a r5,3 r5,1 r3,1
Total < 0.44 < 0.28 < 026 0.63± 0.07(±0.11) 0.60± 0.07(±0.11) 0.95 ± 0.13(±0.13)
Blue < 0.97 < 0.44 < 0.47 0.45± 0.12(±0.08) 0.49± 0.10(±0.09) 1.07 ± 0.32(±0.15)
Red < 0.47 < 0.35 < 0.31 0.75± 0.18(±0.14) 0.66± 0.10(±0.12) 0.88 ± 0.23(±0.12)
Note. — Ratios that include the CO(1–0) line use the VLA-measured values. We give the statistical
uncertainties, and in parentheses the flux calibration uncertainties.
a 3σ upper limits.
Since both the single-phase and two-phase LVG mod-
els have numbers of free parameters comparable to or
greater than the number of measurements for J00266,
and these measurements have significant uncertainties,
we use a Bayesian analysis to determine the likelihood
distributions for the various model parameters. This ap-
proach (detailed in Ward et al. 2003) is preferred to a χ2
minimization technique since it more accurately reflects
the uncertainties in the measurements (although we re-
port both the minimum χ2 and maximum probability re-
sults for the single-phase analysis for comparison). Priors
have been carefully chosen to (1) reflect our lack of pre-
existing knowledge about the physical conditions in the
molecular gas, (2) rule out scenarios that are obviously
physically unrealistic, and (3) compensate for biases to-
wards high temperature/density models that result from
the large logarithmically sampled parameter space. We
adopt uniform priors in the logarithm of kinetic tem-
perature, H2 density, CO column density per velocity
gradient, and (in the case of the two-phase model) filling
factor ratio. While this choice effectively weights the like-
lihood distribution towards colder-phase solutions, sub-
stantial fractions of SMGs’ gas masses are likely in the
cold phase, making its characterization of primary inter-
est. For systems well-described by a single-phase molec-
ular ISM, χ2 minimization and Bayesian techniques fa-
vor similar models. The best-fit models for J00266 are
relatively insensitive to the choice between logarithmic
and uniform priors, meaning that the logarithmic prior
is not significantly biasing our results. Additional priors
are used to rule out models with kinetic temperatures
less than the CMB temperature and regions of the two-
phase parameter space where the cool phase is warmer
than the warm phase.
In addition to the basic priors described above, which
are in place for all applications of our Bayesian approach,
in cases where the LVG model produces extremely degen-
erate results, it is worth considering additional (phys-
ically motivated) priors to limit the available parame-
ter space. First, in a multi-phase ISM, optically thick
emission should dominate the observed light, overwhelm-
ing any optically thin emission. We therefore consider
models that only produce optically thick CO emission
for the observed rotational transitions (although for the
single-phase analysis we compare optically thin and thick
best-fit models). Second, detectability constrains the CO
brightness temperature to be greater than the CMB tem-
perature (at the source redshift). This prior requires
knowledge of the source size, which can be uncertain if
unresolved structure exists in the source, and assumes
that the emission in different CO lines is coming from
the same physical regions (the latter assumption is im-
plicit for all single-phase LVG models, as well as for some
fraction of the emission in multi-phase models). In prac-
tice, even with the most severe assumptions about source
size, this prior eliminates < 1% of parameter space and
duplicates other cuts such as the requirement of τ > 1.
Third (and also dependent on source size), the CO col-
umn length should be less than the diameter of the ob-
ject. Given an estimate of the source size and line width,
cuts on the CO column can remove the highest values
of NCO/∆v. A fourth potential requirement is that the
molecular gas mass implied by the model be less than
the dynamical mass (nH2 ≤ 3Mdyn/(mH24pir
3)). Fifth,
in cases where we expect that most of the gas mass is in
dense, star-forming, virialized clouds, we can introduce
a prior based on the degree of virialization,
Kvir =
∆v/∆rLVG
∆v/∆rvir
∼ 1.54
∆v
∆r
[
〈nH2〉
103 cm−3
]−1/2
(3)
(e.g., Goldsmith 2001; Greve et al. 2009), whereKvir ∼ 1
for virialized clouds. For an observed velocity gradient,
any constraints on Kvir translate to constraints on nH2 ;
very large densities that produce Kvir ≪ 1 can be elimi-
nated, since velocity gradients smaller than that of viri-
alized gas (for a specific density) are dynamically unob-
tainable. In principle, since the dust and molecular gas
are mixed, as a final constraint the gas kinetic tempera-
ture can be set equal to the dust temperature. However,
a dust temperature determined from far-IR photome-
try lacks the necessary spatial or velocity information
required to properly attribute temperatures to the two
nearly coincidental components of J00266. Similarly, a
single infrared-estimated dust temperature would probe
the dust commingled with all phases of the molecular gas,
making the dust temperature an ambiguous constraint in
the case of multiple gas phases.
4.2.2. Blue component
The line ratios for the the blue component of J00266
can be reproduced by single-phase LVG models. Based
on our Bayesian analysis, the best-fit model parameters
are Tkin = 18K, nH2 = 10
5.4 cm−3, and NCO/∆v =
1016.25 cm−2 km−1 s; the best-fit CO SLED is shown in
Figure 8. However, a wide range of parameters can re-
produce the line ratios within the measured errors. To
illustrate this degeneracy, we show three additional CO
SLEDs in Figure 8: the minimum χ2 model (Tkin = 18K,
nH2 = 10
5.3 cm−3, NCO/∆v = 10
16.25 cm−2 km−1 s), the
highest probability model in which all line emission is op-
tically thick (Tkin = 50K, nH2 = 10
3.6 cm−3, NCO/∆v =
1017.00 cm−2 km−1 s), and the minimum χ2 model in
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Figure 8. CO SLEDs for the best-fitting models (lines) and the
measured line ratios and 1σ errors (points) for the blue component
of J00266. The 3σ upper limit on the CO(7–6) line is given by the
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minimize χ2. Thick lines are for the models where the full LVG
parameter space was considered (with the exception of T < TCMB),
and thin lines are for models that require all of the line emission
to be optically thick.
which all line emission is optically thick (Tkin = 38K,
nH2 = 10
4.0 cm−3, NCO/∆v = 10
16.75 cm−2 km−1 s).
The posterior probability distributions for these pa-
rameters are given in Figure 9. The marginalized proba-
bility distributions generally do not peak at the locations
of the maximum probability (or minimum χ2) model pa-
rameters. This apparent inconsistency is due to the sig-
nificant degeneracies between models that adequately re-
produce the observed line ratios (illustrated in Figure 10
and Figure 11), in particular the “L”-shaped degenerate
parameter space along Tkin and nH2 seen in the top pan-
els of Figure 10. Since the number of collisions that oc-
curs is proportional to both CO density and H2 density,
the additional degeneracy between nH2 and NCO/∆v is
illustrated in the bottom panels of Figure 10. However,
at very lowNCO/∆v, the emission becomes optically thin
(Figure 11), and only increased H2 density will keep the
CO in excited states. The Bayesian and χ2 analyses both
prefer optically thick line emission (1 < τ . 5) for the
three detected CO lines, even without enforcing the τ > 1
prior. Requiring the undetected CO(7–6) line also to
be optically thick imposes the cuts in parameter space
seen in Figure 11. In this case, the best-fit models have
τ ∼ 1− 2 for the CO(7–6) line, and moderately optically
thick emission (1 < τ < 15) for the lower-J lines.
Given the degeneracies in LVG model parameters that
can reproduce the blue component’s line ratios, the best-
fit models should be interpreted as rough estimates of
the range of gas conditions that dominate the CO emis-
sion. Based on the likelihood distributions and degen-
eracies exhibited over the full three-dimensional param-
eter space, the blue component’s temperature and den-
sity are poorly constrained, with Tkin = 15–50K and
nH2 & 10
3.5 cm−3, but we see a reasonably consistent
NCO/∆v = 10
16.5±0.5 cm−2 km−1 s. The temperature
range is consistent with the 39 ± 1K dust temperature
calculated in Magnelli et al. (2012). Barring additional
line measurements to constrain acceptable LVG models,
we consider additional priors. Requiring that the H2 den-
sities produce gas masses lower than the dynamical mass
does not produce useful cuts on the H2 density, allowing
all densities probed by our LVG models. If the molecu-
lar gas in the blue component is virialized, then its cloud
densities should produce 0.5 < Kvir < 2. This prior
limits the molecular gas density to be between 102.3–
104.5 cm−3, consistent with the lower-density and higher-
temperature best-fit models favored by the requirement
that the CO(7–6) emission be optically thick.
4.2.3. Red component
The red component line ratios can also be reproduced
by single-phase LVG models. The CO SLED for the
minimum χ2 and highest probability models favor very
similar parameters and are shown in Figure 12; the
two models have common values of Tkin = 20K and
NCO/∆v = 10
16.50 cm−2 km−1 s, but differ slightly with
nH2 = 10
5.5 cm−3 for the maximum probability model
and nH2 = 10
5.3 cm−3 for the minimum χ2 model. As
for the blue component, these models have τ > 1 for
the emission lines with Jupper ≤ 5, but optically thin
emission for the CO(7–6) line (τ1−0 = 1.5, τ3−2 = 7.8,
τ5−4 = 2.7, and τ7−6 < 0.2). If we restrict the possi-
ble parameter space to only models that produce op-
tically thick line emission for all transitions, includ-
ing CO(7–6), the models favor higher temperatures and
lower densities (Tkin = 32K, nH2 = 10
4.3 cm−3, and
NCO/∆v = 10
16.75 cm−2 km−1 s for the maximum prob-
ability model and Tkin = 30K, nH2 = 10
4.2 cm−3,
and NCO/∆v = 10
17.0 cm−2 km−1 s for the minimum
χ2 model). For these models, the optical depth of the
CO(3–2) and CO(5–4) lines increase by a factor of ∼ 2,
while the τ1−0 increases for the minimum χ
2 model to
2.5 and stays the same for the maximum probability
model. The marginalized probability distributions and
contour plots for the three-dimensional probability dis-
tributions are shown in Figures 13–15 and are gener-
ally similar to those for the blue component. Based
on the likelihood distributions and degeneracies exhib-
ited over the full three-dimensional parameter space,
the red component’s density is poorly constrained, with
nH2 & 10
4.0 cm−3, but we see a reasonably consis-
tent temperature and density, Tkin = 20 − 35K and
NCO/∆v = 10
16.75±0.25 cm−2 km−1 s.
All of these models underproduce the CO(5–4) emis-
sion relative to the other lines. Forcing the models to
better match the CO(5–4) emission (by removing the
CO(3–2) line from the analysis) favors models where all
emission lines are optically thin (with τ < 0.5) and dra-
matically over predicts the relative amount of CO(3–2)
emission (by a factor of > 5). Forcing these fits to use
parameters that produce only optically thick emission re-
covers parameters similar to those of the CO SLEDs in
Figure 12.
Based on the evidence for a spatially extended cold
gas reservoir (as measured by the CO(1–0) and CO(3–2)
source sizes along the major axis of the red component),
we also consider a two-phase LVG model to try to better
reproduce the red component’s CO line ratios. Given the
small number of line measurements relative to the num-
ber of parameters in the two-phase LVG analysis, and
the number of degeneracies among model parameters,
we can only constrain likely ranges of physical condi-
tions as opposed to determining a single best-fit model.
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Figure 9. The marginalized likelihood distributions for the single-phase model for the blue component of J00266, where the entire
parameter space is available (top row) and where models with optically thin line emission have been removed (bottom row). The exact
parameters of the highest-probability and minimum-χ2 models are indicated with arrows (labeled with “P” and “χ2”, respectively). As
discussed in Section 4.2.2, the marginalized probability distributions may not peak at the locations of the maximum probability (or minimum
χ2) model parameters due to the shapes of the best-fit model parameter regions (see Figure 10 and Figure 11).
For the red component of J00266, we have also made
use of several priors to restrict the allowed parameter
space. For these models, in addition to the standard log-
arithmic prior for each parameter and the requirement
Tkin > TCMB = 10.2K, we also require the emission to
be optically thick for transitions with Jupper ≤ 7, the
line brightness temperatures to be greater than TCMB,
the CO column length to be less than the source diam-
eter, and Kvir > 0.01. For the cut on allowed column
length, we conservatively use the major axis from the
red component CO(3–2) detection and do not take into
account the filling fraction for each component. This
prior also requires assuming a value of the CO-to-H2
abundance, for which we use xCO = 10
−4 as an upper
limit. Using the measured FWHM of the red compo-
nent, we find NCO/∆v/nH2 < 10
15.5 cmkm−1s, which
does not eliminate any single value of the H2 density
or NCO/∆v within the ranges probed, but does restrict
combinations of those parameters. Similarly, we also
choose a very conservative cut on the degree of viri-
alization, Kvir > 0.01 (since a diffuse phase does not
have to be virialized, and stricter limits on Kvir tend
to limit H2 densities to unrealistic values), which elim-
inates nH2 > 10
5.05 cm−3. Since the requirement that
defines the two phases, Tc < Tw, allows for nearly iden-
tical temperatures and the same ranges in density and
NCO/∆v, there are significant degeneracies between the
preferred parameters of the two phases, leading to fa-
vored models effectively consistent with a single phase.
Motivated by the arrangement proposed to explain the
common r3,1 ∼ 0.6 seen in other SMGs—small clouds of
high density/excitation molecular gas embedded within a
larger volume filled with cold/low-density molecular gas
(Harris et al. 2010; Ivison et al. 2011)—we introduce an
additional prior requiring that the cold-phase H2 density
must be less than the warm-phase density.
The results of the two-phase analysis are shown in Fig-
ures 16–19. Due to the large parameter space probed
and the methods used, we are limited to analyzing
marginalized distributions of LVG model parameters.
The marginalized posterior probability distributions for
the temperatures of the cold and warm-phase molecular
gas are shown in Figure 16. Both models are strongly
peaked at the coldest temperatures, with the peak of the
marginalized distribution of the cold phase at Tc = 22K
and the peak for the warm phase at Tw = 34K. Since the
peak probability of the marginalized warm-phase tem-
perature distribution is lower than the probability at the
same temperature for the cold phase, it is clear that
the warm-phase temperature is poorly constrained. It
is more likely that the cold phase has 20K < Tc < 40K
(consistent with Tdust = 39 ± 1K; Magnelli et al. 2012)
and the warm phase has some higher temperature. The
cold and warm-phase marginalized distributions for nH2 ,
the temperature vs. density plane, and the NCO/∆v
vs. density plane are shown in Figure 17. The marginal-
ized posterior probabilities for the densities of the two
phases appear choppy due to the coarse sampling of
NCO/∆v; marginalizing over NCO/∆v sums distribu-
tions in the temperature-density plane that have the
characteristic “L”-shape seen in the single-phase mod-
els (Figure 15). Since the priors limit the H2 density
range to ∼ 102–105 cm−3, it is unsurprising that the ad-
ditional prior of nH2, c < nH2,w effectively divides this
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Figure 10. Probability contours (left column) and χ2 contours (right column) for two slices through the best-fit models for the blue
component, fixing the best-fit NCO/∆v value (upper row) and the best-fit temperature (lower row). The best-fit model values are marked
with white crosses, and the values are given in the top panel for each. The shading for the lowest contours is logarithmic to illustrate the
shape of the parameter space where contours become unclear.
parameter range in half, with nH2, c ≈ 10
3–104 cm−3 and
nH2,w ≈ 10
4–105 cm−3. For NCO/∆v (Figure 18), the
cold-phase probability peaks at ∼ 1018 cm−2 km−1 s and
the warm-phase probability peaks at densities a factor
of ∼ 10 higher, although with a broader probability dis-
tribution. The LVG model can also constrain the ratio
of the filling fractions (Figure 19). However, the degen-
eracies cause the probability distribution for the ratio of
filling fractions to asymptote towards what is effectively
a singe-phase model, with fc/fw & 1000. In summary,
the two-phase LVG models do not provide any additional
constraints on the gas physical conditions, and the red
component’s CO line ratios are adequately reproduced
by single-phase models.
4.3. CO to H2 abundance
Given the most likely parameter ranges for the molec-
ular gas in J00266 implied by the LVG analysis, we
can determine the CO abundance factor relative to H2,
xCO = (NCO/∆v) × (∆v/l)/nH2 , where l and ∆v are
the globally determined average column length through
the source and line width as estimated from our observa-
tions. For the two-phase model, either we can treat each
phase separately, thus allowing for variations in the CO
abundance, or we can create a weighted average using
the filling factors:
xCO =
fcNc/∆v + fwNw/∆v
fcnc + fwnw
(
∆v
l
)
. (4)
For the blue component, which is consistent with a
single-phase model, the range of best-fit models (max-
imum probability or minimum χ2, with or without the
optical depth requirement) produce xCO ∼ 10
−9–10−7.
The single-phase red component models produce the
same range of values. For both components, the models
with the optical depth requirements tend to produce CO
abundances at the upper end of this range. These abun-
dances are nevertheless extremely low; typical assump-
tions elsewhere in the literature are xCO ∼ 10
−4. It is
likely that the global velocity gradients of the two compo-
nents do not accurately describe the kinematic structures
within the system. The global velocity gradient may fail
to describe the gas motions if the two components of
J00266 possess smaller clouds that are not resolved by
our observations. Unresolved velocity structure as im-
plied by the unphysical results of analyzing LVG mod-
els with global velocity gradients has also been seen in
another SMG, SMMJ14011+0252 (Sharon et al. 2013),
which suggests that the failure of global velocity gradi-
ents to accurately describe gas physical conditions may
be common among SMGs. For the two-phase LVG anal-
ysis of the red component, it is difficult to estimate the
CO abundance due to the broad range of parameters al-
lowed by the LVG analysis. Using the mean values of the
ranges given in Section 4.2.3, and the minimum value of
fc/fw ∼ 1000, we estimate xCO ∼ 4× 10
−4–10−5. While
this value is in line with canonical assumptions of the
abundance, we do not ascribe much significance to this
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result (nor to its difference from the single-phase value)
since parameter estimates from the marginalized distri-
butions of our large and degenerate parameter space may
not represent the true best-fit model (an effect which
can even be seen in the marginalized distributions of the
single-phase models; Figures 9 and 13).
In some published LVG analyses, instead of using
NCO/∆v to quantify the crucial “large velocity gra-
dient” that simplifies analysis of optically thick emis-
sion, authors use xCO/(∆v/∆r). The CO abundance
per unit velocity gradient (which we effectively calcu-
late above if we leave off the potentially problematic
factor of the measured velocity gradient) is often as-
sumed to be 10−5 (km s−1)−1 pc (e.g., Riechers et al.
2006; Weiß et al. 2007; Aravena et al. 2010), since mod-
els that vary xCO/(∆v/∆r) by an order of magnitude
do not seem to produce very different line ratios (e.g.,
Weiß et al. 2005b; Iono et al. 2006). While this assumed
value is within the ranges possible for the red and blue
components, we note that fixing xCO/(∆v/∆r) (or the
alternative parameterization, NCO/∆v) and examining
marginalized probability distributions ignores substan-
tial degeneracies between the physical parameters used
in the LVG model and can produce artificially narrow
ranges in best-fit results. We note that for our best-
fit single phase models, xCO/(∆v/∆r) ∼ 10
−5 is only
achieved for optically thick models; the best-fit opti-
cally thin models have xCO/(∆v/∆r) ∼ 10
−7. Higher-
resolution observations are necessary in order to accu-
rately determine local velocity gradients in SMGs, which
will allow LVG models to capture more realistic val-
ues and uncertainties for the physical conditions of the
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Figure 13. The marginalized likelihood distributions for the single-phase model for the red component of J00266, where the entire
parameter space is available (top row) and where models with optically thin line emission have been removed (bottom row). The exact
parameters of the highest-probability and minimum-χ2 models are indicated with arrows (labeled with “P” and “χ2”, respectively).
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Figure 14. Probability contours (left column) and χ2 contours (right column) for two slices through the best-fit single-phase models for
the red component, fixing the best-fit NCO/∆v value (upper row) and the best-fit temperature (lower row). Other notations are as in
Figure 10.
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Figure 16. Marginalized posterior probability distributions for the temperatures of the cold and warm-phase molecular gas in a two-
phase model of the red component. The left panel show the marginalized distribution in the two-temperature plane with logarithmic
shading/contours; the lower right half is eliminated by the requirement that Tc < Tw. The slight periodic jumps in the 1D probability
distribution are an artifact of the interpolation of the collision coefficients between temperatures.
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Figure 17. Marginalized posterior probability distributions for the densities of the cold phase (left column) and warm phase (right column)
molecular gas in a two-phase model of the red component. The marginalized probability distributions of the NCO/∆v-density plane (top
row) and temperature-density plane (middle row) have logarithmic shading and contours. The probability distributions in the bottom row
have been marginalized over all other parameters.
molecular gas.
The best fit models from the LVG analysis can also be
used to constrain the CO-to-H2 conversion factor, αCO,
using the model given in Dickman et al. (1986). For
this model, αCO ∝ n
1/2T−1 assuming that the molec-
ular clouds are virialized and the CO emission is op-
tically thick; this model produces near-unifrom values
of αCO for a wide range of measured molecular cloud
temperatures and densities in the local universe (e.g.,
Young & Scoville 1991). Among the single-phase mod-
els considered, only those where we enforced τ7−6 > 1
(which also favored models with larger optical depths in
the lower-J CO lines) result in values of αCO close to the
observed range of values (αCO ∼ 1–5, depending on the
assumed cloud geometry and density profile). While the
large uncertainties in the LVG model parameters do no
allow us to constrain the CO-to-H2 conversion factor in
J00266, it is reassuring that our models using the optical
depth priors produce physically realistic (i.e., virialized)
molecular clouds as probed by αCO. For the red compo-
nent two-phase LVG models, the model parameter space
has already been restricted to physically realistic molec-
ular clouds by the virialization prior, which again yields
αCO ∼ 1–5.
4.4. Star formation properties
As most characterizations of J00266 made at other
wavelengths have not resolved the source (spatially or
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Figure 18. Marginalized posterior probability distributions for the cold-phase NCO/∆v (left column) and warm-phase NCO/∆v (right
column) in a two-phase model of the red component. The marginalized probability distributions of the temperature-NCO/∆v plane
(upper row) have logarithmic shading and contours. The probability distributions in the lower row have been marginalized over all other
parameters.
spectrally), it is difficult to derive separate parameters
for star formation in its two components. If we assume
FIR luminosity traces star formation (determined from
the total IR luminosity in Magnelli et al. 2012 scaled to
match our magnification and redshift), and that the star
formation rate is proportional to the gas mass with a
power law index of n ∼ 1–1.5, we can use the ratio of the
CO(1–0) line fluxes to partition the global star forma-
tion rate (SFR) between the two components. Assuming
the Kennicutt (1998) conversion factor (corrected to the
initial mass function adopted by Calzetti et al. (2007)),
and our new magnification factor, the SFRs of the blue
and red components are 200 and 340M⊙ yr
−1, respec-
tively (for n = 1), or 170 and 370M⊙ yr
−1 for n = 1.5.
Using the source sizes and gas masses of the two compo-
nents, we can place the two components of J00266 on the
Schmidt-Kennicutt relation (Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt
1998) using average values of the SFR surface density
and molecular gas surface density. For the both compo-
nents we assume the de-lensed source sizes given by the
Gaussian fits to the CO(3–2) emission. The blue compo-
nent average SFR surface density is 5.3M⊙ yr
−1 kpc−2
(n = 1) or 4.5M⊙ yr
−1 kpc−2 (n = 1.5), and the gas
mass surface density is 102.5(αCO/0.8)M⊙ pc
−2. The
red component SFR surface density is approximately a
factor of two larger: 12–13M⊙ yr
−1 kpc−2 for n = 1.0–
1.5. The average gas mass surface density for the red
component is 102.9(αCO/0.8)M⊙ pc
−2. Both the blue
and red components of J00266 fall among the starburst
galaxies of Kennicutt (1998), regardless of our choice of
star-formation law index. The components also remain
among the starburst galaxies for choices of αCO within
the ranges typically assumed for star forming galaxies
(αCO = 0.8–4.6M⊙ (K km s
−1 pc2)−1). The apparent di-
vision between the “starburst sequence” and the “disk
galaxy sequence” in the Schmidt-Kennicutt relation (e.g.,
Daddi et al. 2010; Genzel et al. 2010) has been argued
to be an artificial product of the bi-modal choice in αCO
for those two populations (e.g., Narayanan et al. 2012).
However, the position of the two components of J00266
among the starburst sequence of galaxies appears to be
robust to reasonable choices in conversion factor. J00266
also remains within the scatter of the starburst sequence
for αCO = 0.8–4.6M⊙ (K km s
−1 pc2)−1 if we do not par-
tition the SFR between components and instead treat
J00266 as a single galaxy; in this case, the SFR surface
density is 14M⊙ yr
−1 kpc−2 and gas mass surface density
is 925(αCO/0.8)M⊙ pc
−2.
5. DISCUSSION
Interpretation of the kinematics in low-resolution
CO observations has made answering the question of
SMGs’ structure (i.e., merger-driven starbursts or star-
forming disks) difficult; velocity gradients and double-
peaked line profiles could arise from either ordered ro-
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Figure 19. Marginalized posterior probability distributions for the ratio of the cold and warm-phase filling fractions in a two-phase model
of the red component. The marginalized probability distributions of the temperature-fraction plane (bottom row) and density-fraction
plane (middle row) have logarithmic shading and contours.
tation or a merger. Hayward et al. (2013) propose that
submillimeter-bright galaxies are a heterogeneous sam-
ple containing disks, galaxy pairs (coincidently caught
within the large beams of most single-dish submillime-
ter telescopes), and mergers (see also Wang et al. 2011;
Barger et al. 2012; Hodge et al. 2013). They find that
the relative contribution of each population to the num-
ber counts varies with (sub)millimeter flux, with merg-
ers and galaxy pairs dominating at the bright end.
J00266, a merging system with S850µm = 7.7 ± 1.0mJy
(magnification-corrected), is in line with these predic-
tions. However, the SMG GN20 has a significantly larger
submillimeter flux (20.3±2.1mJy; Pope et al. 2006), well
into the regime where mergers are expected to dominate
the population, and is a massive (MH2 = 1.3 ± 0.4 ×
1011(αCO/0.8)M⊙) z = 4.05 disk galaxy (Hodge et al.
2012). The contrasting structures of J00266 and GN20
highlight the heterogeneity of the SMG population, but
muddy evolutionary explanations of large FIR luminosi-
ties.
J00266 also illustrates the importance of obtain-
ing kinematic information for addressing the multiplic-
ity of SMGs. Hodge et al. (2013) undertook a high-
resolution continuum followup of the LABOCA ECDFS
Submillimeter Survey (LESS; Weiß et al. 2009) sources
with the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
(ALMA), and found that ∼ 35–45% of detected LESS
sources were resolved into multiple SMGs (where the
LESS beam FWHM is 19.′′2 and the median ALMA
beam FWHM is ∼ 1.′′5; see also Barger et al. 2012).
However, at the resolution of the ALMA LESS ob-
servations, J00266 would not have been detected as a
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multiple-component system. Assuming that the distri-
bution of the submillimeter continuum emission matches
that of the CO lines, the spatially extended red com-
ponent of J00266 overlaps the blue component in the
plane of the sky, and only the additional velocity in-
formation provided by spectral line observations allows
us to distinguish between the two galaxies. While
many of the SMGs discovered in the SLS, including
J00266, have extensive multi-wavelength followup (e.g.,
Smail et al. 1998, 1999; Ivison et al. 2000; Smail et al.
2002), significantly fewer have the high-resolution spa-
tial and spectroscopic observations necessary to address
multiplicity. Given one example (J00266) in the 15 SLS
galaxies, we can naively estimate that a minimum of
& 7% of SMGs are closely aligned galaxy pairs that
require spectroscopic information to identify the two
components (in addition to sources that are multiples
in higher resolution continuum observations). In some
instances it may be possible to use a combination of
lower-resolution CO mapping that is sufficient to detect
(but not resolve) velocity gradients and higher-resolution
continuum imaging to determine if a SMG is a closely
aligned galaxy pair/merger (e.g., SMMJ04331+0210;
Aguirre et al. 2013). Therefore, while higher-resolution
continuum observations with ALMA and other interfer-
ometers certainly help address source confusion in sub-
millimeter single-dish surveys, spectral line observations
are still necessary to fully characterize galaxy pairs that
are very nearly aligned with our line of sight and/or
closely interacting.
In the growing sample of well-studied SMGs, close ex-
amination of merging SMGs (e.g. Tacconi et al. 2008;
Engel et al. 2010; Riechers et al. 2011b; Riechers 2013)
may help us understand the origin of the average popu-
lation characteristics and possibly the evolutionary con-
nection between SMGs and other high-redshift galax-
ies. Riechers et al. (2011b) report CO(1–0) observa-
tions of a merging SMG (SMMJ123707+6214). As for
J00266, the two components of SMMJ123707+6214 dif-
fer in terms of line width and velocity structure. How-
ever, the line ratios of the two components are similar,
with CO(3–2)/CO(1–0) line ratios significantly below the
SMG average (r3,1 = 0.39±0.09 and 0.37±0.10, more in
line with z ∼ 1.5 BzK galaxies; e.g., Dannerbauer et al.
2009; Aravena et al. 2010). Riechers (2013) reports a
candidate “wet-dry” merger between an SMG and a
quasar, where the molecular gas emission from the quasar
host galaxy has not been detected and the galaxy pair
is widely separated compared to the component sepa-
ration in J00266 (41.5 kpc in projection and 700 km s−1
in velocity). However, the “wet” SMG has r3,1 =
0.82 ± 0.15, a line ratio similar to the red component
of J00266. Of the small number of SLS SMGs that have
high-resolution multi-J CO line observations sufficient
to address both merger state and excitation (J00266,
SMMJ02399-0136, and SMMJ14011+0252; Frayer et al.
1999; Downes & Solomon 2003; Genzel et al. 2003;
Ivison et al. 2010; Sharon et al. 2013) two thirds are
identified as mergers and the three systems span r3,1 ∼
0.5–1.
The potential correspondence of different kinemat-
ics with different ISM conditions in J00266 is sugges-
tive; disk galaxies at other redshifts seem to have a
multi-phase molecular ISM, while quasar host galax-
ies might be expected to have funneled all their gas
into a compact central region (making velocity gradi-
ents difficult to resolve) that is well-described by a sin-
gle phase. The Valiante et al. (2007) Spitzer/IRS spec-
trum of J00266 contains signatures of both AGN (mid-
IR continuum) and star formation (PAH emission), as
could arise if J00266 comprises a merger between two
galaxies of different evolutionary states. However, the
low spectral resolution of the Spitzer/IRS spectrum in
Valiante et al. (2007) does not allow us to use the ve-
locity offset in the two components to distinguish be-
tween their contributions to the 7.7µm PAH feature. A
potential connection between gas excitation and dynam-
ics (or AGN presence) is weakened by observations of
dusty star-forming galaxies at both low and high red-
shifts. At low redshift, galaxies with ordered motion
and r3,1 ∼ 1 that lack an AGN have been observed
among local IR-bright galaxies (e.g., Mauersberger et al.
1999; Yao et al. 2003), making a strict gas excitation-
dynamics (or excitation-AGN) connection unlikely even
though galaxies selected for U/LIRG luminosities at
low- and high-redshift may represent different popula-
tions (like major mergers and “normal” disk galaxies;
e.g., Genzel et al. 2010; Saintonge et al. 2013). At high
redshift, SMMJ14011+0252 appears to be an exception
to many SMG trends, including a potential excitation-
dynamics connection, since it exhibits a velocity gradient
(albeit a weak one), r3,1 ∼ 1, and no AGN (Sharon et al.
2013).
J00266 is also unique in that it has extremely high
obscuration; it is fainter in K band than all other
IRAM CO-detected SMGs in the sample of Frayer et al.
(2004). High obscuration is consistent with simulations
that indicate SMGs are especially dust-bright during ma-
jor mergers (if viewed in the correct orientation; e.g.,
Narayanan et al. 2010). High obscuration caused by
dust screen geometry is also consistent with its more
moderate FIR luminosity (Magnelli et al. 2012) com-
pared to other SMGs. High dust obscuration caused
by dust screen geometry supports our argument that
J00266 may be a merger (regardless of it being two com-
ponents or a single compact source) rather than J00266
belonging to the population of z ∼ 2 dusty but UV-
detected disk galaxies which are significantly less dust-
obscured (e.g., Genzel et al. 2010; Saintonge et al. 2013;
Tacconi et al. 2013). It may be that the relatively high-
excitation CO properties of J00266 (r3,1 ∼ 0.8–1.0) only
appear unique (relative to the average r3,1 ∼ 0.6 ob-
served in SMGs) because it belongs to a class of heav-
ily obscured objects that would not have been detected
in CO studies that rely on optical counterpart identifi-
cation (e.g., Chapman et al. 2005), and that have thus
biased our conclusions about the SMG population. Test-
ing this hypothesis requires followup CO observations of
submillimeter-bright objects that have not relied on radio
and optical counterparts for their redshift measurements
(e.g., Harris et al. 2012; Vieira et al. 2013), or more de-
liberate followup of SMGs for which optical spectroscopy
fails to measure the redshift (e.g., Chapman et al. 2005).
6. CONCLUSIONS
We present CO observations of the SMG
SMMJ00266+1708 and provide the first spectro-
scopic measurement of its redshift (z = 2.742). We find
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that J00266 has two distinct components separated by
∼ 500 km s−1 and closely aligned along our line of sight.
The two components of J00266 appear to have different
kinematics, with the blue-shifted component (relative to
the line center) having dispersion-dominated kinematics
and the red-shifted component showing a velocity
gradient. The larger spatial extent of the CO(1–0)
emission relative to the CO(3–2) emission along the
red-shifted component’s major axis (parallel to the
velocity gradient) indicates the presence of multiple
phases of molecular gas. Based on the components’
differing kinematics and line ratios, we conclude that
the SMG J00266 is likely undergoing a merger with a
mass ratio of (7.8± 4.0)/sin2(i) for the two components.
We have performed LVG analyses of the CO line ratios
in order to constrain the physical conditions of the two
components. Based on the likelihood distributions and
degeneracies exhibited over the full three-dimensional pa-
rameter space, we find that the line ratios of the blue
component are consistent with a single-phase molecu-
lar ISM with Tkin = 15 − 50K, nH2 & 10
3.5 cm−3,
and NCO/∆v = 10
16.5±0.5 cm−2 km−1 s. While the red
component is also consistent with a single phase ISM
(Tkin = 20 − 35K, nH2 & 10
4.0 cm−3, and NCO/∆v =
1016.75±0.25 cm−2 km−1 s), we also attempt a multi-phase
LVG analysis as motivated by its spatially extended
CO(1–0) emission relative to its CO(3–2) emission and
the multi-phase ISM seen in other SMGs. The lim-
ited number of line measurements (three plus an addi-
tional upper limit) relative to the number of free pa-
rameters (seven) leads to results that are highly de-
generate. We constrain the cold phase temperature
to be between 20–40K and the warm phase to be at
some higher temperature. We find that the H2 den-
sity of the cold phase is nH2, c ≈ 10
3–104 cm−3 and the
warm phase has nH2,w ≈ 10
4–105 cm−3. We also find
NCO, c/∆v ∼ 10
18 cm−2 km−1 s, while the warm phase
probability peaks at columns a factor of ∼ 10 greater.
The ratio of the cold-to-warm phase filling factors is con-
strained to be fc/fw & 1000 (consistent with the fact
that the red component line ratios can be reproduced by
single-phase LVG models). While the results of the LVG
modeling do not put strong constraints on the physical
conditions of the molecular gas in J00266, these results
are useful as a compact form of quantifying the CO SLED
shape (and uncertainty) which facilitates comparisons to
other galaxies.
CO excitation is also a useful way to distinguish phys-
ical structures that are (nearly) unresolved. In this
case, the different excitation supports the argument that
J00266 is a merger, helping to provide new confirmation
that at least some SMGs are ongoing mergers. The fact
that the two components of J00266 would not be iden-
tified in high-resolution continuum studies of SMGs also
illustrates the value of additional velocity information
provided by spectral line studies, important for identi-
fying mergers or separating SMG pairs that overlap in
the plane of the sky. Our observations of J00266 are
suggestive of an early stage merger between a dispersion-
dominated quasar host galaxy and a rotating disk galaxy
with a multiphase ISM. However, the diversity of high-
redshift galaxies with characteristics similar to those of
J00266 (even among the small number with comparably
detailed observations) significantly weakens any conclu-
sions about connections between gas excitation, kinemat-
ics, and merging state.
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